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### Title:
Manuel de Guia vs. The Manila Electric Railroad & Light Company

### Facts:
The events began on September 4, 1915, when Manuel de Guia, a physician residing in
Caloocan, boarded one of the defendant’s streetcars intending to travel to Manila. Shortly
after departure, as the car maneuvered through a switch, it  derailed due to what was
claimed by the defendant company to be a large stone lodged between the rails.  Guia
sustained physical injuries from being thrown against the door of the car as it collided with
a concrete post.

The case initially went to the Court of First Instance of the City of Manila, where Guia was
awarded PHP 6,100 for damages, interest, and costs. Both parties were dissatisfied with the
judgment:  Guia,  with the compensation amount,  and the company,  with the finding of
liability.  They thus appealed to the Supreme Court of  the Philippines,  presenting their
petitions and arguments throughout the legal process.

### Issues:
1. Whether the motorman’s operation of the car constituted negligence.
2. The relevance of article 1903 of the Civil Code in determining the company’s liability.
3. The extent of damages recoverable by Guia, specifically regarding medical expenses and
loss of income.

### Court’s Decision:
The Supreme Court upheld the finding of negligence on the part of the motorman, not
primarily for excessive speed but due to failure to discover and act upon the derailment in a
timely manner. The court ruled that the relationship between Guia and the company was
contractual, and failure to convey Guia safely constituted a breach of this contract, making
the company liable under articles 1103-1107 of the Civil Code. However, the Court reduced
the  damages  to  PHP  1,100,  with  legal  interest  from  November  8,  1916,  excluding
speculative damages and those for unnecessary medical consultations aimed at litigation
rather than treatment.

### Doctrine:
This  case  reiterates  the  principle  of  contractual  liability,  distinguishing  it  from culpa
aquiliana (tort liability), and highlights the limitation of damages to those foreseeable at the
time of contract and necessarily resulting from the breach. It also clarifies the admissibility
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of medical certificates and reports in court.

### Class Notes:
–  **Contractual  Liability  vs.  Tort  Liability**:  The  carrier-passenger  relationship  is
contractual, making the carrier liable for breaches according to the Civil Code’s provisions
on obligations and contracts (arts. 1103-1107). In contrast, tort liability (culpa aquiliana) is
governed by article 1903 of the Civil Code and applies in the absence of a contractual
relationship.
– **Damages**: Compensatory damages in contractual breaches must be foreseeable and
directly tied to the breach. Excessive or speculative claims, particularly related to future
losses or unnecessary medical expenses, are not recoverable.
– **Evidence in Personal Injury Claims**: Medical reports or certificates cannot be primary
evidence but may be used to refresh the testimony of a witness.

### Historical Background:
The early 20th century saw the growth of public transportation in the Philippines, with
companies like the Manila Electric Railroad & Light Company playing key roles.  Legal
precedents set during this time, like Manuel de Guia vs. The Manila Electric Railroad &
Light Company, contributed to defining liability and compensation for injuries sustained in
public transit accidents, reflecting broader concerns over industrial safety, regulation, and
consumer protection.


